
WRITING AN EVENT PLANNING PROPOSAL

If you want to break into the top tier of event planning, with big clients, big ideas, and big paychecks, you need to be
able to write a great event planning proposal .

We will carefully and swiftly execute the planning checklist so that your [Client Event Type] leaves a lasting
impression on everyone who attends. Ask them which they would prefer, whether through phone or e-mail.
Lowering prices just to get clients is a vicious cycle and puts you in a losing game against your competitors.
Part of the responsibility of a good planner is to create order and produce amazing results even on short
deadlines. A boring proposal means a boring party. Event Description - A rundown of how the event will play
out. Conducting even a simple interview like this gives you concrete answers to questions to which some
event professionals mistakenly assume they already know the answers. Layout counts, and good layout can
help communicate in clearer ways. A professionally developed, comprehensive checklist and planner helps to
ensure everything stays on track, from food and beverage selections to speaker contacts to working with venue
management. Related Proposal Templates. Not really. Help your client see your proposal as a series of steps,
each with different services and related costs. For the purpose applications are invited from public to become a
host of the event. The more complex the [Client Event Type], the more detailed the planning documents
should be. Download How to Write an Event Proposal Writing event proposals is a task that requires a lot of
attention to detail and a lot of understanding of the needs of the person whom the event proposal is for. A Note
Before You Start The first step is to meet with your prospective client to discuss what they have in mind for
this event, what the purpose is, the number of guests, and what they hope to accomplish. You could also inject
more humor into your proposals or drop in a few emojis. You never find yourself scrambling for the perfect
layout at the last minute. Finally thank the client for the opportunity and remember to provide your contact
information; phone number or email address so that the client can contact you. Each event planner will have to
decide how the money conversation fits into their own style, but here are some sensible perspectives from the
experts. The proposal title is also very important especially if you are proposing for a specific company.


